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　　Abstract 　　Numerical modelling of a turbulen t bluff-body f low has been performed using different ial Reynolds stress models

(DRSM s).To clarify the applicability of the exist ing DRSMs in this complex f low , several typical DRSMs , including LRR-IP model , JM
model , SSG model , as well as a modi fied LRR-IP model , have been validated and evaluated.The performance di fference between various

DRSMs is quite significant.Most of the above mentioned DRSMs cannot provide overall sat isfactory predictions for this challenging test

case.Motivated by the deficiency of the existing approaches , a new modification of LRR-IP model has been proposed.A very signifi cant

improvement of the prediction of f low field is obtained.
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　　A bluf f-body stabilized f low has received special

at tention recently[ 1—4] .In addition to its practical in-
terest , the bluff-body f low is an excellent challenging

test case for turbulence model due to it s simple and

w ell defined initial and boundary conditions w ith the

complex reci rculating f low s.

The bluff-body stabilized flow investig ated here

w as studied experimentally by Dally et al.
[ 1 , 2]

As fo r

i ts numerical simulat ion , Dally et al.
[ 1]

reported sim-
ulation results obtained using standard and modif ied

k-εmodel and Reynolds st ress models.They found

that a simple modification to the Cε1 constants in the

dissipation equation gave better prediction results in

the recirculation zone , but did not lead to any im-
provement further dow nstream , especially for rms

(roo t mean square)fluctuating axial and radial veloci-
ties.Merci et al.[ 3] applied a cubic nonlinear eddy

viscosity turbulence model to simulate the bluf f-body
flow .Bet ter prediction results in the recirculation

zone were obtained compared with the standard linear

models.

So far , a number of differential Reynolds stress

models(DRSMs)have been proposed , including the

LRR-IP model , the o riginal model of Hanjalic and

Launder(HL), the quasi-iso tropic model(LRR-QI)
of Launder et al., the model proposed by Jones and

M usonge (JM), the model of Fu , Launder and Tse-

lepidakis (FLT), the model of Craf t and Launder

(CL), and the SSG model.A major difference be-
tw een the various DRSMs is in the t reatment of pres-
sure strain term.

Till now , lit tle research has been conducted to

numerically investigate the complicated and challeng-
ing bluf f-body stabilized flow wi th the above-men-
tioned DRSM s.Therefore , i t is wo rthw hile to clarify

the applicability of the various DRSM s to this com-
plex flow .In the present study , several typical mod-
els including the LRR-IP model , JM model , SSG

model , as well as a modified LRR-IP model have been

applied and evaluated in the bluff-body flow .

1　Turbulence models

In the DRSM model , the Reynolds st resses are

calculated f rom their ow n transport equat ions.As-
suming high Reynolds number , viscous terms are ne-
glected except fo r the viscous dissipat ion term εij.
The Reynolds st ress equation for variable density

f low s then reads[ 5] :
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Here , u″i , u″j and u″k are the turbulent fluctuation of

the veloci ty vecto rs about Reynolds average;U i and

Uj are the mean velocity vecto rs;p is the pressure

and p′is the fluctuation of pressure about Favre-aver-
aged quanti ties;ρis the density ;and x i , xj and xk

are the cartesian space coordinates.The overbar de-
notes the Reynolds average and the tilde identifies

Fav re-averaged quantities.An exception to this con-
vent ion is the t riple correlat ion , where the overbar

deno tes Fav re averaging.The terms on the RHS are:
the production term P ij(1a), the pressure-strain co r-
relation Υij(1b), the viscous dissipation εij(1c), the
turbulent flux Γij(1d), and two terms which are zero

in constant density f low s containing a mean pressure

g radient(1e), and the t race of the f luctuating st rain

tensor(1f).

The production term is in a closed fo rm and does

not need to be modelled , whereas the pressure-st rain
correlation , dissipation , turbulent f lux , and f luctuat-
ing density terms have to be modelled.

The diffusive transport is described by the gradi-
ent transport approximation

u″i u″j u″k =-Cs
k
ε

u″ku″l
 u″i u″j
 x l

, (2)

where Cs=0.2 , u″l is the turbulent fluctuation of the

veloci ty vector about Reynolds-averaged quanti ties ,
and k is the turbulent kinetic energy .

The viscous dissipation εij is modelled by assum-
ing local iso tropy at the smallest scales w here viscous

dissipation takes place.The dissipation model is then

defined as:

εij =
2
3
εδij , (3)

where δij is the kronecker tenso r.

The turbulent energy dissipation rate εis calcu-
lated f rom the follow ing modelled equation:
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where Cε=0.18 , Cε1=1.44 , Cε2=1.92 , and Pk is

the production of turbulent kinetic energy by mean

shear given by

Pk =- ρu″iu″j
  U i

 x j
. (5)

The final unclosed term is the pressure-strain
correlation term.Generally the pressure-st rain corre-
lation Υij can be decomposed into a slow part and a

rapid part according to the following expression

Υi j = Υij , 1 +Υij ,2. (6)

Generally , the first item Υij ,1 , which is called

the slow pressure-st rain term , is normally modelled in

terms of st ress anisot ropy tensor and its first and/or
second invariants.The second term Υij , 2 is referred

to as the rapid pressure-strain , which can be modelled

in terms of the mean rate of st rain , mean vorticity

and st ress anisot ropy tensor.The pressure-st rain cor-
relation models used in the present study are LRR-IP
model , JM model , and SSG model.Detailed informa-
tion can be found in Ref.[ 4] .

2　Grid and boundary conditions

The computational domain , with the symmetry

axis as boundary , is 300 mm long in the axial direc-
tion and 150 mm long in the radial direction.The

low er boundary of the computational domain is at the

height of the downstream face of the bluff body.The

computational g rid consisting of 160 ×128 cells is

st retched in the radial direction as w ell as the axial di-
rection.Grid independence has been guaranteed.

The boundary conditions are carefully deter-
mined as follows.At the jet and co-f low regions of

the boundary , the experimental data are used for the

axial velocity of the co-f low , and also the profiles of

no rmal Reynolds st resses of the center jet and co-f low
are obtained and calculated from the experimental da-
ta.The axial veloci ty in the central jet region , the

shear Reynolds st ress , and the dissipation rate are all

calculated according to the formula provided in Ref.
[ 6] .A no slip boundary condi tion wi th standard w all

functions is applied at the bluff body face.Symmetry

conditions are applied at the symmetry axis.

3　Results and discussions

It is well know n that the standard Reynolds

st ress model overpredicts the decay rate and the

spreading rate of the round jet.Despite of a number

of complicated modifications , Dally et al.[ 1] found
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that , when a constant value of Cε1=1.6(deno ted as

BM-M1)instead of the standard value of 1.44 w as

used , a very significant improvement w as obtained in

the calculated results for the round jets , better than

any other complicated modifications.However , fo r

the bluf f-body flame , except that the decay rate of

the centerline velocity is correctly predicted in the re-
ci rculation zone , it did no t lead to any improvement

for rms f luctuating velocities especially further dow n-
st ream.Motivated by this deficiency , we here pro-
pose a new modification of the LRR-IP model.In-
stead of modifying the model constant Cε1 in the dis-
sipation equation , we change the model constant C2

in the pressure-st rain model f rom 0.6 to 0.7.We de-
note this modif ication of LRR-IP model as BM-M2.
It was found that in this w ay one could obtain a very

pronounced improvement in the predict ion of the flow

field , not only providing the correct decay rate of ve-
locity on the symmetry axis , but also showing a very

signif icant improvement for the rms f luctuation veloc-
ities.

The bluff-body burner investigated here is de-
scribed in detail in Ref.[ 1] .The central fuel hole di-
ameter is 3.6 mm and the diameter of the bluf f-body
(D b)is 50 mm.The mixing properties of f low have

been measured.The jet and the co-flow consist of air

and hence the f low has constant density.The bulk

veloci ty of the jet is 61m/s and the co-f low velocity is

20m/ s.

Here we present and discuss results of the nu-
merical simulations of the bluff-body flow using LRR-

IP , JM and SSG and two modifications of LRR-IP
model , denoted as BM-M1 and BM-M2.The compu-
tational results are presented as radial profiles at dif-
ferent axial locations , and one set of experimental da-
ta
[ 7]

is also plotted for comparison.

Fig.1 shows the evolution of the mean axial ve-
loci ty.A first cri terion is the prediction of the leng th

of the reci rculation zone behind the bluf f body .It is

experimentally found that x/D b =1.0
[ 1]
, which is

quite well predicted by the two modified LRR-IP
models , as well as the standard LRR-IP model and

SSG model.However , JM model fails to predict the

length of the reci rculation zone.

Prediction of the decay rate of axial veloci ty on

the centreline is another essential test.It can be

clearly seen from Fig.1 that the standard LRR-IP
model and JM model considerably overpredicts the de-
cay rate of veloci ty along the symmetry axis , and the

discrepancy is larger further downst ream.In con-
t rast , the SSG model gives the better results up to

x/D b=0.4 , then starts to deviate from the mea-

sured t rends.On the other hand , it is remarkable

that both the modified LRR-IP models , i.e.BM-M1

and BM-M2 , show better ag reement w ith the experi-
mental data , not only in the recirculation zone but al-
so further dow nstream up to x/D b=1.4 , and there-
fore perform much better than the SSG model , the

standard LRR-IP model , and JM model.

The mean radial velocity component is not show n

here due to space limitation.

Fig.1.　Radial prof iles of mean axial velocity at di fferent axial locat ions.(a) x/Db=0.4;(b) x/Db=1.0;(c) x/D b=1.4.

　　Fig .2 show s the rms fluctuation of ax ial veloci-
ty.It is interesting to see that all of the models show

a reasonably good agreement w ith the experimental

data up to x/Db=0.4 , and then the performance of

the models begins to vary .Near the centreline , the

SSG model and BM-M1 model produce bet ter results

than those of the standard LRR-IP model and JM

model;whereas aw ay f rom the axis in the region

above the bluff-body , the predictions of the standard

LRR-IP model(and the JM model)are closest to the

experimental data.This can partially be understood

as a consequence of the quality of the predictions for
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the (gradients of)mean velocity that are felt in the

rapid part of the pressure strain correlat ion.(SSG
model gives good predictions of mean velocity close to

the centreline , while LRR-IP model performs well

aw ay f rom the centreline).Clearly , only BM-M2

yields overall satisfactory results that show s a reason-
ably good ag reement w ith the experimental data , and
also produces a very signif icant improvement further

dow nst ream .

Fig.2.　Radial profiles of rms fluctuation of mean axial velocity at dif ferent axial locations.(a) x/D b=0.4;(b) x/D b=1.0;(c)x/D b=1.4.

　　Fig.3 show s the rms fluctuation radial velocity ,
showing a very similar performance of the models to

the rms f luctuating axial velocity .Again , the BM-
M2 show s best agreement w ith the experimental data

even further dow nst ream and performs much bet ter

than any o ther model.

The predictions of turbulent shear st ress are

show n in Fig.4.Near the centreline in the recircula-
tion zone , the SSG model as w ell as the two modif ied

LRR-IP models can ag ree well with the experimental

data , while the standard LRR-IP model and JM mod-
el give a poor prediction.However , in the region

above the bluff-body , the standard LRR-IP model

and JM model yield results in close agreement w ith

the experimental data even further dow nst ream.But

globally , only the BM-M2 provides results at least

qualitatively in good agreement w ith the experimental

data.

Fig.3.　Radial profiles of rms f luctuation of radial veloci ty at diff erent axial locations.(a) x/D b=0.4;(b) x/D b=1.0;(c) x/ Db=1.4.

Fig.4.　Radial prof iles of turbulent shear st ress at dif ferent axial locat ions.(a) x/Db=0.4;(b) x/Db=1.0;(c) x/D b=1.4.
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　　It is wo rthw hile to observe that , with BM-M2 ,
on the one hand , the predictions near the centreline

for the rms fluctuation of velocities are as good as that

of BM- M1 model and SSG model;on the other

hand , the results in the region over the bluff-body are

also pret ty w ell similar to the standard LRR-IP model

and JM model.In other w ords , it appears that BM-
M2 combines the advantage of all models , yields the

overall satisfactory results , which are in good ag ree-
ment w ith the experimental data along the w hole axi-
al direction , even further downst ream.

4　Conclusions

To clarify the applicability of the various models ,
three typical DRSM s(LRR-IP , JM , SSG)and two

modif ied versions of the basic LRR-IP model(called
BM-M1 and BM-M2)have been applied.It is found

that although the JM model is previously demonstrat-
ed successful in o ther f low s , i t does not perform well

in this bluff-body flow .It is also conf irmed that the

standard LRR-IP model always considerably overpre-
dicts the centreline velocity decay rate , and therefore

does not perfo rm well.

In the present study , i t is confirmed that a sim-
ple modification of LRR-IP model (BM-M1 model)
can give better results of axial veloci ty as well as radi-
al velocity , but it does not lead to improvement fo r

rms fluctuating velocities especially further dow n-
st ream.Motivated by the need to improve the predic-
tion results , a new modification of the LRR-IP model

(i.e.BM-M2 model)has been proposed which can

provide overall bet ter predictions compared to the

other DRSM s , no t only for the ax ial velocity , but al-
so for the rms fluctuating veloci ties.With the BM-
M2 , a very significant improvement of the predict ion

of flow field is obtained.
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